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MODULI SPACES OF Λ-MODULES ON ABELIAN VARIETIES
EMILIO FRANCO AND PIETRO TORTELLA
Abstract. We study the moduli space MX(Λ, n) of semistable Λ-modules of
vanishing Chern classes over an abelian variety X, where Λ belongs to a certain
subclass of D-algebras. In particular, for Λ = DX (resp. Λ = Sym
•T X) we
obtain a description of the moduli spaces of flat connections (resp. Higgs
bundles).
We give a description of MX(Λ, n) in terms of a symmetric product of a
certain fibre bundle over the dual abelian variety Xˆ. We also give a moduli
interpretation to the associated Hilbert scheme as the classifying space of Λ-
modules with extra structure. Finally, we study the non-abelian Hodge theory
associated to these new moduli spaces.
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1. Introduction
Beilinson and Bernstein [BB] introduced the notion of D-algebra over a smooth
projective variety Y . A D-algebra is a sheaf of OY -algebras over Y with properties
analogous to those of DY , the sheaf of differential operators over Y .
Given a D-algebra Λ, one can study the category Mod(Λ) of (OY -quasicohe-
rent) Λ-modules. Many important geometrical objects over Y can be understood as
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Λ-modules for a certain D-algebra. In particular, vector bundles with a flat connec-
tion and Higgs bundles are objects in Mod(ΛDR) andMod(ΛDol) respectively, for
ΛDR = DY the algebra of differential operators and Λ
Dol = Sym•(T Y ), being T Y
the tangent sheaf of Y .
In [Si1], Simpson studied the moduli theory for the category Mod(Λ), cons-
tructing the moduli space MY (Λ, n) of rank n semistable Λ-modules over any
smooth projective variety Y .
Explicit description of the moduli spaces of Λ-modules are very rare in the li-
terature. When the base is an elliptic curve X , one has some important results:
in [FGN] (see the previous work [Th] for the description of their normalization),
the Dolbeault and the De Rham moduli spaces are described as Symn(T ∗Xˆ) and
Sym∗(X♮), where Xˆ denotes the dual abelian variety and X♮ denotes the moduli of
line bundles on X equipped with a flat connection. Gorsky, Nekrasov and Rubtsov
[GNR] studied a rigidification of the Dolbeault moduli problem introducing the
notion of what we call marked Higgs bundle; in the case of an elliptic curve these
objects are equivalent to a Higgs bundle with some extra parabolic structure. They
described their moduli space NDolX (n)
∼= Hilb
n(T ∗Xˆ). Confirming a conjecture of
Boalch [Bo], Groechenig [Gr] constructed five families of parabolic Higgs bundles
over elliptic curves, including a new approach to the moduli space NDolX (n). The
description in [Gr] makes use of the derived equivalence of categories
(1.1) Dbcoh(Mod(Λ
Dol)) ∼= Dbcoh(T
∗Xˆ)
obtained as the composition of the relative Fourier-Mukai transform, Dbcoh(T
∗Xˆ) ∼=
Dbcoh(T
∗X), with Dbcoh(T
∗X) ∼= Dbcoh(Mod(Λ
Dol)), the Beauville-Narasimhan-Ra-
manan correspondence. Groechenig provides, as well, a description of the associated
moduli spaces of parabolic local systems (which in our notation corresponds to
the moduli space of marked vector bundles with flat connections), as NDRX (n)
∼=
Hilbn(X♮). For this result, instead of (1.1), one employs the derived equivalence
(1.2) Dbcoh(Mod(Λ
DR)) ∼= Dbcoh(X
♮),
which was proved independently by Laumon [La] and Rothstein [Ro]. Note that
(1.2) constitutes the proof of the Geometric Langland Correspondence in the abelian
case.
Polishchuk and Rothstein [PR] generalized (1.2) with the construction of an
analog of the Fourier-Mukai transform for Λ-modules over an abelian variety X .
They obtain a derived equivalence
(1.3) Dbcoh(Mod(Λ))
∼= Dbcoh(Mod(Λˆ)),
where Λˆ, the Fourier-Mukai dual of Λ, is a D-algebra (unique up to isomorphism)
over the dual abelian variety Xˆ.
We should emphasize that, when the abelian variety X has dimension greater
than 1, the extra structure considered in a marked Higgs bundle can not be under-
stood as a parabolic structure. This circumstance justifies the introduction of our
notation.
In this article we describe the moduli space MX(Λ, n) of semistable Λ-modules
with vanishing Chern classes over an abelian variety X , of arbitrary dimension,
when Λ belongs to a certain subclass of D-algebras. This generalizes the works
cited so far in various directions. First of all, we will work on an abelian variety of
any dimension; then we work for any Λ satisfying some condition; finally, we give
the definition of marked Λ-module, which generalizes the correspondence of [GNR]
and [Gr] between the rigidified moduli spaces and the Hilbert schemes of points to
a much wider class of cases.
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The class of D-algebras we work with is the following: fix a vector space V ; any
α ∈ V ∗⊗H0(X, T X) defines a Lie algebroid structure Vα on OX⊗V ; ourD-algebra
is the universal enveloping algebra Λα = U(Vα). This choice is motivated by the
fact that, since on an abelian variety the tangent bundle is trivial, the D-algebras
of main interest satisfy these assumptions. Indeed, Higgs bundles, flat connections,
τ -connections, integrable connections along foliations given by trivial subbundles of
T X , Poisson modules and co-Higgs bundles, are important examples of Λα-modules
for particular choices of V and α. Moreover, for these D-algebras Λα, one has an
explicit description of the Fourier-Mukai dual Λˆα, that will be the main ingredient
to describe the moduli spaces. Indeed, associated to α one defines an extension of
group schemes
0→ V ∗ → Xˆα
χ
→ Xˆ → 0
and it turns out that Λˆα = χ∗OXˆα . Using this, (1.3) reads
(1.4) Dbcoh(Mod(Λ
α)) ∼= Dbcoh(Xˆ
α),
under which topologically trivial rank 1 Λα-modules correspond to geometric points
of Xˆα. We can recover ΛDR and ΛDol as the universal enveloping algebras of the
Lie algebroids obtained by setting V = H0(X, T X) and α to be, respectively, the
identity map and the 0 endomorphism. Note that, in these cases, the previous
construction provides XDR = X♮ and XDol = T ∗Xˆ . In the first case, when α = 1,
(1.4) corresponds to the Laumon-Rothstein transform. We then observe that (1.4)
in the case of α = 0, coincides with the classical limit of the Geometric Langlands
Correspondence.
We then study the stability of Λα-modules over abelian varieties, proving that
every semistable Λα-module with vanishing Chern classes over an abelian variety
arises as the extension of topologically trivial rank 1 Λα-modules. As a consequence
of that and (1.4), we identify the moduli stack of rank n semistable Λα-modules
M sstX (Λ
α, n) with the stack of torsion sheaves on Xˆα with length n. This implies
the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let X be an abelian variety. One has the isomorphism of quasi-
projective varieties
MX(Λ
α, n) ∼= Symn(Xˆα).
Then, we introduce the notion of marked Λα-modules; these are triples (F , θ, σ),
with (F , θ) a Λα-module and σ a point in the fibre of F over x0 the identity of X .
We will define a notion of stability for marked Λ-modules, showing the existence of
the associated moduli spaceNX(Λ
α, n), and, by studying the Polishchuk-Rothstein
transform for marked Λα-modules, we will obtain:
Theorem 1.2. Let X be an abelian variety. Then,
NX(Λ
α, n) ∼= Hilbn(Xˆα)
is an isomorphism of quasi-projective varieties.
The Hilbert-Chow morphism Hilbn(Xˆα) → Symn(Xˆα) will correspond to for-
getting the marking, (F , θ, σ) 7→ (F , θ).
Finally, we focus on the study of non-abelian Hodge theory for marked objects.
We define the moduli space NBX(n) := (Hom(π1(X),GL(n,C)) × C
n)//GL(n,C)
of marked representations. Recalling that the fundamental group of an abelian
variety is π1(X) ∼= Z
2d, the previous space is isomorphic to Hilbn((C∗)2d) as a
consequence of work of Henni and Jardim [HJ]. We obtain a complex analytic
isomorphism between NBX(n) and N
DR
X (n), and we show that N
DR
X (n) and N
Dol
X (n)
are deformation equivalent.
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The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we recall, on the one hand,
results on D-algebras and moduli spaces of Λ-modules, and on the other hand, re-
sults on the Fourier-Mukai transform for Λ-modules following the work of Laumon,
Rothstein and Polishchuk [La, Ro, PR]. In Section 3 we study the moduli spaces
of Λ-modules on abelian varieties: first we analyze the rank 1 case, then we show
that higher rank semistable objects are extension of the rank 1; in turn, this allows
to describe the moduli spaces as the symmetric product of the rank 1 case; we then
introduce marked objects in Section 4 to provide a moduli of the associated Hilbert
schemes. In Section 5 we give our main application towards non-abelian Hodge
theory for abelian varieties.
Acknowledgements. We thank Michael Groechenig for his help and valuable sug-
gestions. Our gratitude also goes to Ugo Bruzzo, Marcos Jardim, Anton Mellit
and Jacopo Scalise for discussions and comments. We acknowledge the referees for
pointing out mistakes on previous versions of the paper, improving it with their
remarks and recommendations.
2. Lie algebroids and Λ-modules
2.1. D-algebras and Lie algebroids. Let Y be a smooth variety over C. Let us
recall some definitions from [BB]. A differential OY -bimodule is a quasicoherent
sheaf on Y × Y supported on the diagonal ∆(Y ) ⊂ Y × Y . We can regard a
differential OY -bimodule as a sheaf of OY -bimodules over Y . A D-algebra on
Y is a sheaf of associative algebras Λ on Y equipped with a morphism of algebras
i : OY → Λ such that the product of Λ gives it a differential OY -bimodule structure.
This implies that Λ comes with an increasing filtration
(2.1) 0 = Λ−1 ⊂ Λ0 ⊂ Λ1 ⊂ Λ2 ⊂ . . .
such that Λ =
⋃
i Λi and for any f in OY and λ ∈ Λi one has f ·λ−λ ·f ∈ Λi−1. We
denote GriΛ = Λi/Λi−1 and Gr•Λ :=
⊕
GriΛi. Recalling that Λ is a differential
OY -bimodule, we denote by S (Λ) the associated quasicoherent sheaf on Y × Y
supported on the diagonal.
We will focus on D-algebras that are almost polynomial (cf. [Si1, Section 2]),
namely those D-algebras Λ such that Gr1Λ is a locally free OY -module and whose
associated graded algebra is isomorphic to the symmetric product over the first
graded piece, Gr•Λ = Sym
•
OY (Gr1Λ).
Almost polynomial D-algebras may be described in terms of Lie algebroids.
Recall that a Lie algebroid on Y is a triple L = (L, a, [·, ·]), where L is a locally free
OY -module equipped with a Lie bracket [·, ·] : L ⊗ L → L, and a morphism to the
tangent sheaf, a : L → T Y , called anchor, satisfying
[ℓ1, fℓ2] = f · [ℓ1, ℓ2] + a(ℓ1)(f)ℓ2,
for every ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ L and f ∈ OY . Observe that, given a Lie algebroid L, its universal
enveloping algebra U(L) is an almost polynomial D-algebra.
Let Ωk
L
=
∧k L∗ denote the sheaf of k-L-forms. One can define the Lie algebroid
differential dL : Ω
k
L
→ Ωk+1
L
setting
(dLθ)(u1, . . . , uk+1) :=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1a(ui)θ(u1, . . . , uˆi, . . . uk+1)+
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jθ ({ui, uj}, u1, . . . , uˆi, uˆj, . . . , uk+1) ,
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for each θ ∈ Ωk
L
and any u1, . . . , uk+1 (local) sections of L. The Lie algebroid
differential squares to zero, dL = 0, and this defines the complex Ω
•
L
. We denote by
τ≥rΩ•
L
the beˆte filtration of the complex Ω•
L
, which is the complex
(τ≥rΩ•L)
k =
{
0 if k < r
Ωk
L
if k ≥ r .
Let U = {Ui} be a sufficiently fine open covering of Y , such that we have an
isomorphism between the sheaf and Cˇech cohomology over it. Consider the double
complexKp,q
L
:= Cˇq(U,Ωp
L
), with differentials given by dL and the Cˇech coboundary,
and recall that its associated total complex T •
L
computes the hypercohomology of
Ω•
L
. Remark that the hypercohomology of the complex τ≥rΩ•
L
is isomorphic to the
cohomology of the complex of vector spaces
(2.2) T kτ≥rΩ•
L
=
⊕
p+q=k,p≥r
Kp,q
L
.
The relation between Lie algebroids and D-algebras is stated in the following
lemma:
Lemma 2.1 (cf. [BB], [To] Theorem 2). Let L be a locally free OY -module of finite
rank. There is a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes of:
(i) pairs (Λ,Ξ), with Λ an almost polynomial D-algebra and Ξ an isomor-
phism of the associated graded algebra Gr•Λ with the symmetric algebra
Sym•OY (L).
(ii) pairs (L, L˜), with L a Lie algebroid structure on L and L˜ a central extension
of L by OY ;
(iii) pairs (L,Σ), with L a Lie algebroid structure on L and Σ ∈ H2(Y, τ≥1Ω•
L
).
The equivalence between (ii) and (iii) follows from the classification of Lie alge-
broid extensions. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) goes as follows: given a pair
(Λ,Ξ) as in (i), the commutator of elements in Λ defines a Lie algebroid structure
on Λ1 and on gr1Λ. The isomorphism Ξ then defines the Lie algebroid extension
(2.3) 0→ OY → Λ1 → L→ 0
Conversely, to a Lie algebroid extension as in (ii),
0 −→ OY
c
−→ L˜ −→ L −→ 0,
one can associate an almost polynomial D-algebra U0(L˜), the reduced enveloping
algebra of L˜, which is the universal enveloping algebra U(L˜) modulo the ideal gene-
rated by the identification of the embeddings OY →֒ U(L˜) and c(OY ) →֒ L˜ →֒ U(L˜).
For the trivial central extension L˜ = L⊕OY , the reduced enveloping algebra of L˜
coincides with the universal enveloping algebra of L, i.e. U0(L˜) = U(L). In case,
we say that we obtain an untwisted D-algebra.
Given Λ a D-algebra, the sequence (2.3) is equivalent to the short exact sequence
0→ ∆∗OY → S (Λ1)→ ∆∗L → 0
on Y × Y , where ∆ : Y → Y × Y is the diagonal map. One has:
Lemma 2.2 ([PR] Lemma 5.2). For L a locally free OY -module of finite rank, one
has a canonical isomorphism
Ext1OY×Y (∆∗L,∆∗OY )
∼= HomOY (L, T Y )⊕ Ext
1
OY (L,OY ).
If we denote by (a, b) the class in HomOY (L, T Y )⊕Ext
1
OY (L,OY ) associated to
S (Λ1), then a coincides with the anchor of the Lie algebroid structure on L, while
b describes Λ1 as an extension of OY -modules.
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An important class of algebras are constructed from Lie algebroids supported
on the tangent bundle. In the untwisted case, we have of course the algebra of
differential operators, or De Rham D-algebra in Simpson’s notation [Si1, Si2] DY =
ΛDR which arises as the universal enveloping algebra of the canonical Lie algebroid
(T Y,1, [·, ·]), i.e. the Lie algebroid supported on T Y obtained after setting the
anchor to be the identity morphism. The abelianization of ΛDR is the Dolbeault
D-algebra, ΛDol = Sym•(T Y ), which can be obtained as the universal enveloping
algebra of the trivial Lie algebroid supported on the tangent bundle, (T Y, 0, [·, ·]),
where the anchor is the 0 map. We can construct also a family of D-algebras
which is a deformation from ΛDR to ΛDol. Set, for each τ ∈ C, the Lie algebroid
(T Y, τ1, [·, ·]), where the anchor consists on scaling by τ , and define Λτ to be the
universal enveloping algebra of it. In general, an algebra of twisted differential
operators (or tdo) is a D-algebra defined as Λtdo = U0(T˜), where T˜ is a central
extension of a Lie algebroid (T Y, a, [·, ·]) supported on the tangent bundle.
More examples of D-algebras can be constructed starting from a smooth holo-
morphic foliation i : F →֒ T Y . One can naturally define the Lie algebroid
F = (F, i, [·, ·]) using the inclusion of tangent bundles as the anchor, and set ΛF to
be the universal enveloping algebra of F.
Another important class of D-algebras come from Poisson geometry. Given a
translation invariant Poisson bivector Π ∈
∧2
H0(Y, T Y ), the contraction with Π
defines a Lie algebroid structure on T ∗Y and we set Λ
Π to be its universal enveloping
algebra. We denote by Λco−Higgs the D-algebra associated to Π = 0.
2.2. Moduli spaces of Λ-modules. Let Λ be a D-algebra on a smooth projective
scheme Y , a Λ-module F is a sheaf on Y with an action Λ ⊗ F → F defining a
module structure. Note that the structural morphism OY →֒ Λ provides a natural
OY -module structure on F . We denote by Mod(Λ) the category of Λ-modules on
Y which are quasicoherent as OY -modules.
When Λ = U(L), using the correspondence of Lemma 2.1, one can describe Λ-
modules over a scheme Y in terms of flat L-connections. Given a Lie algebroid L
and an OY -module F , an L-connection on F is a map of CY -modules
θ : F → F ⊗ Ω1L
satisfying the Leibniz rule
θ(hs) = hθ(s) + s⊗ dLh,
for every h ∈ OY and s ∈ F .
The curvature of an L-connection is the 2-L-form Fθ ∈ H
0(Y,Ω2
L
⊗ End(F))
defined by
Fθ(a1, a2) = [θa1 , θa2 ]− θ[a1,a2],
where a1, a2 are sections of L, and θa denotes the contraction of θ with a, seen
as a differential operator on F . A connection is said to be flat when its curvature
vanishes; we will also call a flat L-connection (F , θ) an L-module.
Lemma 2.3 ([Si1] Lemma 2.13). Let L be a Lie algebroid on the scheme Y , Λ =
U(L) and F a coherent OY -module.
Then a Λ-module structure on F is equivalent to an L-module structure.
After Lemma 2.3, we will refer interchangeably to U(L)-modules and L-modules.
Note that a subsheaf F ′ ⊂ F is a Λ-submodule if and only if it is preserved by θ,
that is,
θ(F ′) ⊆ F ′ ⊗OY L
∗.
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Important examples of Λ-modules arise when we consider ΛDR = DY and Λ
Dol.
In the first case, OY -coherent Λ
DR-modules (OY -coherent D-modules) are equiva-
lent to vector bundles with flat connections on Y , while in the second, ΛDol-modules
are equivalent to Higgs sheaves over Y . For each τ ∈ C, Λτ -modules are equivalent
to flat τ -connections (see [Si1, Si2] for a definition), from whom Higgs sheaves and
flat connections are particular cases when τ = 0 and τ = 1. Another important class
of examples are twisted D-modules, which are modules for an algebra of twisted
differential operators Λtdo, and vector bundles with flat connections along a foliation
F ⊂ T Y , which can be identified with OY -coherent Λ
F -modules. For a translation
invariant Poisson bivector Π ∈
∧2H0(Y, T Y ), ΛΠ-modules are called Π-Poisson
modules and, when the underlying OY -module is locally free, they correspond to
holomorphic bundles for a generalized holomorphic structure over Y constructed
from Π (see [To, Section 5.3] for instance). Furthermore, when Π = 0, we have that
Λco−Higgs-modules are identified with co-Higgs sheaves [Ra1, Ra2].
Let us denote by PF the Hilbert polynomial of the sheaf F . It is defined by the
condition PF (n) = dimH
0(Y,F(n)) for n≫ 0. The coefficient of the leading term
is r/d!, where r = rk(F) and d = dim(F). Write µ(F)/d! for the second term.
Suppose now that Y is a projective variety over Spec(k). Following [Si1], a
OY -coherent Λ-module (F , θ) is (semi)stable if it is of pure dimension and for any
proper Λ-submodule F ′ ⊂ F there exists an N ∈ Z>0 such that
PF ′(n)
rk(F ′)
(≤) <
PF (n)
rk(F)
,
for any n ≥ N .
A Λ-module (F , θ) is said µ-(semi)stable if it is of pure dimension and for any
proper Λ-submodule, F ′ ⊂ F , one has
µ(F ′)
rk(F ′)
(≤) <
µ(F)
rk(F)
.
Note that semistability implies µ-semistability, whereas µ-stability implies stability.
Consider now the trivial S-scheme YS = Y × S with projection π : Y × S → Y ,
and Λ a D-algebra on Y . For each geometric point s ∈ S, set Ys := Y ×{s}. Then
π∗Λ is a D-algebra on YS , and any π
∗Λ-module (F , θ) is such that the restriction
to each fiber (F , θ)|Ys = (Fs, θs) is a Λ-module. A Λ-module (F , θ) over YS is
said semistable, stable, µ-semistable or µ-stable, if F is flat over S and (Fs, θs) are,
respectively, semistable, stable, µ-semistable or µ-stable for any s ∈ S.
Let us consider the moduli stack of rank n semistable Λ-modules over Y , this is
the 2-functor from the opposite category of affine schemes (Aff)op to the category
of groupoids (Grpds),
M
sst
Y (Λ, n) : (Aff)
op −→ (Grpds),
associating to each scheme S the category of n semistable Λ-modules over YS and
vanishing Chern classes. Let us consider the functor (Grpds) → (Sets) sending
each groupoid the set of its isomorphism classes. The composition of our moduli
stack with this functor gives us the associated moduli functor,
(2.4) M
sst
Y (Λ, n) /∼= : (Aff)
op −→ (Sets).
Theorem 2.4 ([Si1] Theorem 4.7). There exists a coarse moduli space MY (Λ, n)
for the classification of semistable Λ-modules on Y of rank n and vanishing Chern
classes (equivalently, MY (Λ, n) corepresents the moduli functor (2.4)). The geome-
tric points of MY (Λ, n) represent S-equivalence classes of semistable Λ-modules.
We briefly review the proof of [Si1, Theorem 4.7]. Consider an integer r ≫ 0
big enough to ensure the boundedness of the semistable Λ-modules [Si1, Corollary
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3.6] and set V to be the vector space CP0(r) where P0(r) is the evaluation at r of
the Hilbert polynomial of those sheaves with vanishing Chern classes and rank n.
Consider as well the sheaf W = Λn ⊗Y OY (−r), where Λn is the coherent sheaf
underlying the subalgebra appearing in (2.1) and the Quot-scheme Quot(V ⊗W , n).
We recall that the Quot-scheme Quot(V ⊗ W , n) is a fine moduli space for the
classification of quotient sheaves V ⊗W → F → 0 of rank n and vanishing Chern
classes and we denote by U → Y ×Quot(V ⊗W , n) the associated universal family.
Observe that, by the construction ofW , a quotient sheaf V ⊗W → F → 0 defines a
Λ-module structure on F . Equivalently, the Quot-scheme Quot(V ⊗W , n) classifies
isomorphism classes of triples (F , θ, a) given by a Λ-module (F , θ) of rank n and
vanishing Chern classes, and an isomorphism of vector spaces a : H0(Y,F(m))
∼=
→ V .
Take the open subset Q ⊂ Quot(V ⊗W , n) given by those (F , θ, a) such that the
associated Λ-module (F , θ) is semistable. Note that GL(V ) acts on Q ⊂ Quot(V ⊗
W , n) but its centre acts trivially, so it suffices to quotient by SL(V ). Grothendieck
proved that, for m≫ 0, one can construct an embedding
Quot(V ⊗W , n) →֒ Grass(H0(Y, V ⊗W(m)), P0(m)) →֒ P (Wm) ,
where
Wm =
P0(m)∧
H0(Y, V ⊗W(m))∨.
We denote by Lm the pull-back of the tautological bundle OP(Wm)(1) under this
embedding. Note that both SL(V ) and GL(V ) act on Lm, so this defines a lin-
earization for the action of both groups on Quot(V ⊗W , n). By [Si1, Lemma 4.3],
for m big enough, Q is contained in Quot(V ⊗W , n)sst
Lm
, the set of semistable points
for the action of SL(V ) with respect of the linearization Lm. Finally, MX(Λ, n) is
constructed as the GIT quotient Q//SL(V ) with respect to the linearization Lm.
Simpson defines a certain rigidification of the moduli problem. Fix a closed point
y0 ∈ Y and denote by ξ : S → YS the S-point constant at y0. A framed Λ-module for
ξ is (F , θ, ϕ), where (F , θ) is a Λ-module and ϕ is an isomorphism ϕ : ξ∗F
∼=
−→ O⊕nS
called framing at ξ. A framed Λ-module (F , θ, ϕ) is semistable if the underlying
Λ-module is semistable. We say that a semistable Λ-module satisfies the condition
LF(ξ) if for every closed point s of S, the restriction to Ys of the associated graded
object, Gr(F , θ)s, is a locally free OYs-module.
Theorem 2.5 ([Si1] Theorem 4.10). There exists an open subscheme M
LF(ξ)
Y (Λ, n)
of MY (Λ, n) corepresenting the functor that associates to any scheme S the set
of isomorphism classes of semistable Λ-modules on Y × S satisfying the condition
LF(ξ).
The functor that associates to every scheme S the set of isomorphism classes of
semistable framed Λ-modules on Y ×S satisfying the condition LF(ξ) is represented
by a scheme RY (Λ, n, y0) (equivalently RY (Λ, n, y0) is a fine moduli space for the
classification of semistable framed Λ-modules).
There is a natural action of GL(n,C) on RY (Λ, n, y0) for which one can con-
struct a linearization L such that every point of RY (Λ, n, y0) is semistable. The
associated GIT quotient is isomorphic to M
LF(ξ)
Y (Λ, n),
(2.5) M
LF(ξ)
Y (Λ, n)
∼= RY (Λ, n, y0)
/
GL(n,C),
where the closed orbits correspond to Λ-modules that are direct sum of stable ones.
Following Simpson [Si1, Si2], we refer to RY (Λ, n, y0) as the representation space
of Λ-modules on Y .
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2.3. Lie algebroids and D-algebras on abelian varieties. From now on, let
X be an abelian variety, and denote by Xˆ its dual.
Set
(2.6) g := H0(X, T X) ∼= H1(Xˆ,OXˆ)
and
(2.7) gˆ ∼= H1(X,OX) ∼= H
0(Xˆ, T Xˆ).
The tangent bundle of X is trivial, and T X = OX ⊗ g.
We will consider Lie algebroids over X whose underlying bundle is trivial. Then,
let V be a vector space and consider the trivial vector bundle OX ⊗ V .
Lemma 2.6. A Lie algebroid structure on OX ⊗ V is uniquely determined by a
linear map α : V → g and a Lie algebra structure on V satisfying [V, V ] ⊆ kerα.
Proof. The anchor a : (OX ⊗ V )→ T X is a morphism of trivial vector bundles, so
it has to satisfy a = 1OX ⊗ α for α : V → g a linear map. Then, the Lie algebroid
bracket on OX ⊗ V has to take the form
[f ⊗ u, g ⊗ v]
Vα
= fg ⊗ [u, v]V + fα(u)(g)⊗ v − gα(v)(f) ⊗ u
for some Lie algebra bracket [·, ·]V on V . The fact that a should respect the brackets
implies that [V, V ]V ⊆ kerα. 
We will be interested in Lie algebroids that can be described entirely by the
linear map α. This leads to the following:
Definition 2.7. We say that a Lie algebroid over X is UTAI (Underlying Trivial
and with Abelian Isotropy) if the underlying OX-module is a trivial vector bundle
and the isotropy subalgebroid (that is the kernel of the anchor) is abelian.
When X is an abelian variety, a UTAI Lie algebroid is supported on the vector
bundle OX ⊗ V , where V is a vector space, and it is determined univocally by a
linear map α : V → g. For a given α ∈ V ∗ ⊗ g, we denote by Vα the associated
UTAI Lie algebroid.
This definition is motivated by the fact that, on an abelian variety, ΛDol and
ΛDR arise as the universal enveloping algebras of UTAI Lie algebroids. Indeed,
for every τ ∈ C, we have that Λτ is UTAI. Another class of UTAI Lie algebroids
are those defined by considering V to be a subspace F ⊂ g, giving the foliation
F ⊗ OX ⊂ T Y . We recall that Λ
F -modules are equivalent to vector bundles with
connections along our foliation. The Lie algebroid structure on T ∗X defined by a
translation invariant Poisson bivector Π ∈
∧2
H0(X, T X) is again UTAI, giving the
D-algebra ΛΠ. Our definition covers also the case of Π = 0, whose corresponding
D-algebra is Λco−Higgs.
The aim of this section is to classify D-algebras on X whose associated Lie alge-
broid is UTAI. Thanks to Lemma 2.1, this amount to understand the cohomology
groups H2(X, τ≥1Ω•
Vα
).
As a first instance, let us study the case where the map α is injective. This is
equivalent to consider V = F ⊆ g a subspace, defining the foliation OX ⊗F ⊆ T X .
We denote by F the associated Lie algebroid.
Lemma 2.8. One has the foliated Hodge decomposition
Hk(X,Ω•F)
∼=
⊕
p+q=k
Hq(X,Ωp
F
) .
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Proof. Consider the sheaf of F-forms Ωp
F
=
∧p
F∗ = OX⊗
∧p
F , with the differential
dF : Ω
p
F
→ Ωp+1
F
. Remark that the natural morphism of complexes Ω•X → Ω
•
F
is surjective. The beˆte filtration on Ω•
F
induces a spectral sequence to compute
Hk(X,Ω•
F
), where the first term is given by Ep,q
F,1 = H
q(X,Ωp
F
).
For each p, the surjective morphism ΩpX → Ω
p
F
splits, since one can take a split-
ting g→ F of complex vector spaces. This implies that the map at the cohomology
level Hq(X,ΩpX)→ H
q(X,Ωp
F
) is surjective and splits.
Now, the morphism of complexes Ω•X → Ω
•
F
preserves the beˆte filtration, so
it induces a morphism between each step of the spectral sequences Ep,qX,r → E
p,q
F,r
(where Ep,qX,r denotes the Hodge-to-deRham spectral sequence of X). In particular,
one has the following diagram
Ep,qX,1
//
dX,1

Ep,q
F,1
dF,1

// 0
Ep+1,qX,1
// Ep+1,q
F,1
// 0.
By the Hodge theory ofX , dX,1 = 0 whileE
p,q
X,1 → E
p,q
F,1 coincides withH
q(X,ΩpX)→
Hq(X,Ωp
F
), which is onto. It follows that dF,1 = 0 and one has the foliated Hodge
decomposition. 
We can now study the hypercohomology of a general UTAI Lie algebroid Vα.
Proposition 2.9. One has the isomorphisms
(2.8) Hk(X,Ω•Vα)
∼=
⊕
p+q=k
Hq(X,Ωp
Vα
)
and
(2.9) Hk(X, τ≥rΩ•Vα)
∼=
⊕
p+q=k,p≥r
Hq(X,Ωp
Vα
).
Proof. For Vα any UTAI Lie algebroid on X , let K = kerα, F = Im α, and K,
F denote the associated trivial bundles. Fix a splitting s : F → V ; this induces
splittings of the Vα-forms
ΩkVα
∼=
⊕
p+q=k
Ωp
F
⊗ Ωq
K
.
Since K is an abelian Lie algebroid, it has a natural action of F onto it. This induces
an F-module structure on the Ωq
K
, and one may interpret the sheaves Ωp
F
⊗ Ωq
K
as
the sheaves of Ωq
K
-valued p-F-forms (and to stress this interpretation, we use the
notation Ωp
F
(Ωq
K
) for these sheaves). By the results of [BMRT] follows that, the
differential dVα : Ω
k
Vα
→ Ωk+1
Vα
coincides with dF : Ω
p
F
(Ωq
K
)→ Ωp+1
F
(Ωq
K
). Then, the
complex Ω•
Vα
is the direct sum of the complexes Ω•−q
F
(ΩK)
q, and one obtains the
isomorphism of vector spaces
Hk(X,Ω•Vα)
∼=
k⊕
q=0
Hk−q(X,Ω•F(Ω
q
K
)) ∼=
k⊕
q=0
Hk−q(X,Ω•F)⊗
q∧
K∗ ,
where the last equality follows from the fact that Ωq
K
is the trivial vector bundle.
On the other hand, since K is a trivial vector bundle, one has the isomorphisms
H l(X,Ωp
F
⊗ Ωq
K
) ∼= H l(X,Ω
p
F
) ⊗
∧qK∗. Then, (2.8) follows from Lemma 2.8, and
(2.9) is a direct consequnce of this and (2.2). 
This allow us to classify UTAI D-algebras.
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Proposition 2.10. There is a bijective correspondence between GL(V )-orbits of
triples of the form
(α, β, γ) ∈ (V ∗ ⊗ g)⊕ (V ∗ ⊗ gˆ)⊕
2∧
V ∗ ,
and isomorphism classes of almost polynomial D-algebras whose associated Lie al-
gebroid is UTAI with underlying vector bundle V ⊗OX .
Hence, a D-algebra of this form is abelian if and only if it is associated to a triple
with α = 0 and γ = 0.
Proof. Thanks to the equivalence between (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.1, we know that
central extensions of Lie algebroids of the form
(2.10) 0 −→ OX
c
−→ V˜α −→ Vα −→ 0,
are classified by H2(X, τ≥1Ω•
Vα
). After (2.9), this space decomposes as
H2(X, τ≥1Ω•Vα)
∼= H1(X,Ω1Vα)⊕H
0(X,Ω2Vα)
∼=
(
H1(X,OX)⊗ V
∗
)
⊕
2∧
V ∗ .
Then, once the vector space V is fixed, central extensions of the form (2.10) are
classified by the element defining the UTAI Lie algebroid Vα, α ∈ V
∗ ⊗ g, and the
choice of H2(X, τ≥1Ω•
Vα
) ∼= (V ∗ ⊗ gˆ) ⊕
∧2
V ∗. Two Lie algebroids of the form Vα
and Vα′ , are isomorphic if and only if α and α
′ are related by the action of GL(V ).
This action extends naturally to (V ∗⊗gˆ)⊕
∧2
V ∗. Therefore, isomorphism classes of
pairs (Vα, V˜α) are classified by GL(V )-orbits of triples (α, β, γ). The first statement
follows then by the equivalence between (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.1.
A extension of Lie algebroids of the form (2.10) is determined by the extension
of the underlying vector bundles and the extension of the bracket. One has the
isomorphism H1(X,OX)⊗ V
∗ ∼= Ext1(V ⊗OX ,OX) so β ∈ V
∗ ⊗ gˆ determines the
extension of the underlying vector bundles. One can also check that γ ∈
∧2
V ∗
determines the extension of the bracket. Recalling that c(OX) lies, by construction,
in the centre of V˜α, we have that
[s, t]
V˜α
= [f ⊗ u, g ⊗ v]
Vα
+ c(fg) · γ(u, v),
for any (local) sections s, t of V˜α that project, respectively, to f ⊗ u and g ⊗ v,
where f, g ∈ OX and u, v ∈ V . Therefore, [ · , · ]V˜α is trivial if and only if γ = 0 and
[ · , · ]Vα is trivial, which occurs when α = 0. 
After Proposition 2.10, we denote by Λαβ,γ the D-algebra over X associated to
the triple (α, β, γ). When β = γ = 0, the extension of Lie algebroids is trivial
V˜α = Vα ⊕ OX , and the associated D-algebra is untwisted U
0(V˜α) = U(Vα). In
this case we denote Λα = Λα0,0 = U(Vα). On the other hand, for α = γ = 0 the
D-algebra is abelian and we use the notation Λβ = Λ
0
β,0. We dedicate the rest of
the section to give a detailed description of the abelian D-algebras Λβ .
Let β ∈ V ∗ ⊗ gˆ = Ext1(OX ,OX) ⊗ V
∗, this determines an extension of vector
bundles,
(2.11) 0 −→ OX −→ V
β −→ OX ⊗ V −→ 0.
Then, recalling the definition of the reduced enveloping algebra, one can describe
the abelian OX -algebra Λβ as follows:
Λβ = U
0(Vβ) ∼= Sym•(Vβ)/(1Vβ − 1),
where we denote by 1Vβ the image of 1 ∈ OX in V
β and by 1 the identity in
Sym•(Vβ).
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On the other hand, following [MM], one also has the isomorphism V ∗ ⊗ gˆ ∼=
Ext1(X,V ∗), so β determines an extension of abelian group schemes,
0→ V ∗ → Xβ → X → 0.
Remark that Xβ is the principal V ∗-bundle over X associated to the class β ∈
H1(Xˆ, V ∗); denote the projection by χ : Xβ → X . The following is a generalization
of [Ro, Proposition 4.4] and only applies for abelian UTAI D-algebras.
Proposition 2.11. There is an isomorphism of OX-algebras
Λβ = Λ
0
β,0
∼= χ∗(OXβ ).
Proof. Take a 1-cocycle ({Ui}, {ψij}) in the class of β, where ψij ∈ OUi∩Uj ⊗ V
∗.
Observe that Λβ is described locally by
Λβ |Ui
∼= Sym•(V ⊗OUi)
and, when we restrict to Ui ∩ Uj , the elements a ∈ Λβ|Ui glue with the elements
a′ ∈ Λα|Uj if and only if
(2.12) a′ = a+ ψij(a),
where for a ∈ V , ψij(a) is the duality pairing, and one extends it to the symmetric
algebra by requiring to respect the product.
Since
χ∗(OXβ )|Ui
∼= Sym•(V ∗∗ ⊗OUi)
∼= Sym•(V ⊗OUi),
we have a natural local isomorphism of algebras between Λβ and χ∗(OXβ ). This
extends to a global isomorphism, since the gluing condition of the χ∗(OXβ )|Ui is
again (2.12). 
Since the projection χ is an affine morphism, one has that χ∗ gives an equivalence
between the categories of OXβ -modules on X
β and χ∗(OXβ )-modules on X . This
allow us to describe Λβ-modules in terms of sheaves over X
β.
Corollary 2.12. One has an equivalence of categories
Mod(Λβ) ∼=Mod(OXβ ).
2.4. The Polishchuk-Rothstein transform. Given an abelian variety X of di-
mension d we denote by Xˆ its dual. Consider the projections
X × Xˆ
p
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
q
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
X Xˆ.
Let P denote the Poincare´ bundle on X × Xˆ normalized as P|{x0}×Xˆ
∼= OXˆ .
One can construct the Fourier-Mukai functors
(2.13)
Φ : Dbcoh(X) −→ D
b
coh(Xˆ)
F 7−→ Rp∗(P ⊗L q
∗(−1)∗F)
and
(2.14)
Ψ : Dbcoh(Xˆ) −→ D
b
coh(X)
G 7−→ Rq∗(P ⊗L p
∗G).
It was proved by Mukai [Mu2] that this provides an equivalence of categories since
Φ ◦Ψ = [−d] and Ψ ◦ Φ = [−d].
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Consider the product X ×X × Xˆ × Xˆ and denote by pij the natural projection
of the i-th and j-th factors. Taking
X ×X × Xˆ × Xˆ
p13
ww♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
p24
''❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
X × Xˆ X × Xˆ,
one can construct P = p∗13P ⊗ p
∗
24P . The dual variety of X × X is Xˆ × Xˆ, and
P is the Poincare´ bundle over their product. Then one has the Fourier-Mukai
equivalence
(2.15) Φ : D(X ×X) −→ D(Xˆ × Xˆ)
induced by P .
We now recall a definition from [PR, Section 6.2]. AD-algebra Λ onX is special if
S (Λ) is quasi-coherent and has a filtration 0 = S (Λ)−1 ⊂ S (Λ)0 ⊂ S (Λ)1 ⊂ . . .
such that
⋃
i S (Λ)i = S (Λ) and S (Λ)i/S (Λ)i−1
∼= ∆∗O
⊕ni
X for every i ≥ 0 and
some positive number ni, possibly infinite. We remind that ∆ denotes the diagonal
morphism.
By definition, a D-algebra Λ on X can be endowed with the differential OX -
bimodule structure, that is a quasicoherent sheaf on X × X supported on the
diagonal that we denoted by S (Λ). One can apply Φ to S (Λ) to obtain a sheaf on
Xˆ × Xˆ. By [PR], when Λ is special, Φ(S (Λ)) is again a differential OXˆ -bimodule
(quasicoherent and supported in the diagonal) and special. Therefore, it defines a
special D-algebra on Xˆ that we denote by Λˆ, the unique D-algebra satisfying
(2.16) S (Λˆ) = Φ(S (Λ)).
We call Λˆ the Fourier-Mukai dual of Λ.
Theorem 2.13 ([PR] Theorem 6.5). Let Λ be a special D-algebra on X and Λˆ
its Fourier-Mukai dual. Given an element E ∈ Dbcoh(Mod(Λ)), the Fourier-Mukai
transform Φ(E) has a natural structure of Λˆ-module. Thus one obtains a functor
ΦΛ : Dbcoh(Mod(Λ))
∼=
−→ Dbcoh(Mod(Λˆ)),
which is an equivalence of categories, such that the diagram
Dbcoh(Mod(Λ))
fΛ

ΦΛ // Dbcoh(Mod(Λˆ))
f
Λˆ

Dbcoh(X)
Φ // Dbcoh(Xˆ),
is commutative (where fΛ and fΛˆ are the corresponding forgetful functors).
Since the associated Lie algebroid Vα is UTAI, the D-algebras Λ
α
β,γ = U
0(V˜α)
have an underlying vector bundle which is given by extensions of the trivial bundle.
Therefore, the S (Λαβ,γ) are succesive extensions of ∆∗O
⊕ni
X and they are indeed
special. In this case we can compute explicitly the Fourier-Mukai dual D-algebra.
Recalling (2.6) and (2.7), we observe that UTAI D-algebras over Xˆ are classified
by (αˆ, βˆ, γˆ) ∈ (V ∗ ⊗ gˆ, V ∗ ⊗ g,
∧2
V ∗) and we denote by Λˆαˆ
βˆ,γˆ
the corresponding
D-algebra over Xˆ . We observe that α, βˆ ∈ V ∗ ⊗ g and β, αˆ ∈ V ∗ ⊗ gˆ.
Lemma 2.14. Let Λαβ,γ be the D-algebra over X associated to the triple (α, β, γ).
Then Λˆ−βα,γ is the Fourier-Mukai dual of Λ
α
β,γ.
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Proof. According to (2.16), we need to Fourier-Mukai transform S (Λαβ,γ), to obtain
the corresponding Fourier-Mukai dual D-algebra. Recall that the Fourier-Mukai
equivalence Φ of (2.15) sends ∆∗OX to (1×−1)
∗∆ˆ∗OXˆ ; therefore, it follows that
Φ (∆∗(V ⊗OX)) ∼= (1 ×−1)
∗∆ˆ∗(V ⊗OXˆ).
Moreover one has that (cf. [BBH, Proposition 1.34]) Φ induces an isomorphism
(2.17) Ext1OX×X (∆∗(V ⊗OX),∆∗OX)
∼= Ext1O
Xˆ×Xˆ
(∆ˆ∗(V ⊗OXˆ), ∆ˆ∗OXˆ).
Consider now the algebra Λαβ,γ ; by looking at the associated OX×X -module
S (Λαβ,γ), one obtains the extension
0→ ∆∗OX → S ((Λ
α
β,γ)1)→ ∆∗(OX ⊗ V )→ 0
which is classified by the class (α, β) ∈ Ext1OX×X (∆∗(V ⊗OX),∆∗OX) thanks to
Lemma 2.2. After (2.17), we have that Φ¯(S ((Λαβ,γ)1)) is the extension associated
to the class (−β, α) ∈ Ext1O
Xˆ×Xˆ
(∆ˆ∗(V ⊗OXˆ), ∆ˆ∗OXˆ).
To prove that γ is sent to itself, one uses the same argument of [Ro, Section
4]. 
3. Semistable Λ-modules on abelian varieties
3.1. The rank 1 case. The aim of this section is to give a geometric description
of modules for certain D-algebras. In order to do so, we will make use of the
Polishchuk-Rothstein transform in Theorem 2.13 and the equivalence of categories
in Corollary 2.12. Therefore, from now on, we focus on those UTAI D-algebras
whose Fourier-Mukai dual D-algebra is abelian.
The choice of α ∈ V ∗ ⊗ g determines, on the one hand, the UTAI Lie algebroid
Vα and the associated untwisted D-algebra Λ
α = U(Vα) over X . On the other
hand, α determines the abelian D-algebra Λˆα over Xˆ and the extension of abelian
group schemes,
0 −→ V ∗ −→ Xˆα
χ
−→ Xˆ −→ 0.
After Lemma 2.14, we see that the abelian D-algebra Λˆα = Λˆ
0
α,0 is the Fourier-
Mukai dual of Λα = Λα0,0.
As is stated in Corollary 2.12, the affine projection χ induces an equivalence
between the categories of OXˆα -modules on Xˆ
α and Λˆα ∼= χ∗(OXˆα)-modules on Xˆ .
Therefore, Rχ∗ is a derived equivalence
(3.1) Rχ∗ : D
b
coh(Mod(Λˆα))
∼=
−→ Dbcoh(Xˆ
α).
Corollary 3.1. The Polishchuk-Rothstein transform of Theorem 2.13 combined
with (3.1) gives a derived equivalence of categories
(3.2) Φα : Dbcoh(Mod(Λ
α))
∼=
−→ Dbcoh(Xˆ
α)
that extends to the relative case. Furthermore, the diagram
(3.3) Dbcoh(Mod(Λ
α))
fα

Φα // Dbcoh(Xˆ
α)
Rχ∗

Dbcoh(X)
Φ // Dbcoh(Xˆ),
commutes, where fα is the forgetful functor.
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Remark 3.2. The Fourier-Mukai correspondence Φ sends the complex concentrated
on degree 0 consisting of a locally free sheaf F0 of rank 1 and trivial Chern classes
to a complex concentrated in degree 0 consisting of a sky-scraper sheaf at the point
xˆ0 ∈ Xˆ (i.e. such a complex is WIT of index 0, where we are using the notation of
[Mu2, Definition 2.3]). Analogously, the Polishchuk-Rothstein transform Φα sends
a complex of Λα-modules, concentrated in degree 0 and consisting in a topologically
trivial Λα-module (F , θ) of rank 1, to a complex concentrated in degree d given by
the structure of a skyscraper sheaf on Xˆα (i.e. such a complex is WIT of index
d). Under this equivalence, rank 1 Λα-modules over X correspond with geometric
points of Xˆα. Since the equivalence of categories Φα extends to the relative case,
one gets a correspondence between Λα-modules over XS and S-points of length 1
of Xˆα.
In other words, the category M sstX (Λ
α, 1)(S) of (semistable) rank 1 Λα-modules
on XS with vanishing Chern classes is equivalent to the category of morphisms
H om(S, Xˆα).
Corollary 3.3. One has an isomorphism of stacks
M
sst
X (Λ
α, 1) ∼= Xˆα.
Therefore, the moduli space of (semistable) Λα-modules of rank 1 and vanishing
Chern classes is
MX(Λ
α, 1) ∼= Xˆα.
3.2. Stability of Λ-modules. The main purpose of this section is to describe
semistable, stable and polystable Λ-modules over abelian varieties. This will allow
us to study the moduli functor (2.4).
Thanks to the work of [Si1] one can study the stability of our Λ-modules in terms
of the stability of the underlying OX -module.
Proposition 3.4 ([Si1] Lemma 3.3). Let (F , θ) be a µ-semistable Λαβ,γ-module over
the abelian variety X. Then F is a µ-semistable OX -module.
Proof. Since Gr1Λ
α
β,γ is generated by global sections, the statement follows from
[Si1, Lemma 3.3]. 
Definition 3.5. Let F be a coherent OX-module. A complete filtration of F is a
finite, increasing filtration Fi ⊆ Fi+1 ⊆ F of OX -submodule such that for any i the
quotient Fi/Fi−1 is a line bundle on X.
Remark 3.6. In particular, if F admits a complete filtration, then F is a locally
free OX -module.
We have, from [MN], the following description of semistable sheaves on abelian
varieties with vanishing Chern classes. Note that the description is still valid for
µ-semistable sheaves thanks to [MN, Remark 2.6].
Theorem 3.7 ([MN] Theorem 2). Let X be an abelian variety and F a semistable
(resp. µ-semistable) torsion free sheaf on X with ci(F) = 0. Then the Jordan-
Ho¨lder filtration of F is a complete filtration.
As a consequence, when the conditions of Theorem 3.7 hold, the notions of µ-
semistability and semistability of sheaves coincide. This allow us to extend Propo-
sition 3.4.
Corollary 3.8. Let (F , θ) be a semistable Λα-module over the abelian variety X.
Suppose that F is a torsion free sheaf on it with ci(F) = 0. Then, F is a locally
free semistable OX-module.
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Remark 3.9. As a side consequence of this result, one can prove that the condition
LF(ξ) is superfluous in our case and MX(Λ
α, n) can be described by the GIT
quotient (2.5).
Vector bundles with flat ΛDR-connections over abelian varieties where studied by
Matshushima in [Ma] who proved that these objects reduce their structure group
to the subgroup of upper-diagonal matrices. In particular, one has the following
analogue of Theorem 3.7:
Proposition 3.10 ([Ma]). Let (F ,∇) be a coherent OX -module with a flat connec-
tion on an abelian variety X. In particular, F is locally free and the Chern classes
of F vanish. Then the Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of (F ,∇) is complete.
In the rest of the section we prove that every semistable Λα-module with va-
nishing Chern classes has a complete Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration. This implies that the
only stable Λα-modules are of rank 1. The strategy is to first show that this is true
when α = 0, and deduce the general case from this and the result of Matsushima.
Lemma 3.11. Let F be a vector bundle on an abelian variety X, semistable and
with trivial Chern classes. Let φ ∈ H0(X,End(F)) be an endomorphism of F .
Then there exist a rank 1 φ-invariant subbundle of F of degree equal to zero.
Proof. Consider imφ. This is both a subbundle and a quotient of F . Then, by
semistability of F ,
p(F) ≤ p(im φ) ≤ p(F)
so p(imφ) = p(F). Since the tangent bundle of X is trivial and ci(F) = 0, one
deduces that imF has trivial Chern classes.
Now assume that kerφ is non zero. Since imφ has trivial Chern classes, the Chern
classes of kerφ vanish as well. Moreover, as a subbundle of a semistable bundle,
it must be semistable. Then the Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of kerφ is complete, and
the first element of the filtration is a φ-invariant line subbundle of F of rank 1 and
degree zero.
If kerφ is equal to zero, we can apply the same arguments to the endomorphism
φ−λ1, and for λ an eigenvalue of φ we obtain a non trivial φ-invariant line-subbundle
of F of degree zero. Since φ has at least one eigenvalue, the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.12. Let K be a vector space, and consider Λ0 ∼= Sym•(OX ⊗ K).
Let (F , θ) be a semistable Λ0-module with vanishing Chern classes. Then F has a
θ-invariant rank 1 subsheaf of degree equal to zero.
Proof. Take the Lie algebroid K = (OX ⊗ K, 0, [·, ·]) defined by the vector space
K, a trivial Lie bracket and anchor equal to the 0 morphism. Note that, due to
Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.7, F is a semistable vector bundle with vanishing
Chern classes, and θ a flat K-connection on it.
After fixing a base b1, . . . , bm of K, we can regard θ as a family of m commuting
endomorphisms θi of F by defining θi = θbi . Since these endomorphisms commute,
we can find a subbundle F ′ of F on which each θi acts as multiplication by a
constant, so that any subspace of F ′ is θ-invariant. By iterating the arguments in
the proof of Lemma 3.11, one shows that F ′ is semistable and has Chern classes
equal to zero. Then the Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of F ′, is complete and θ-invariant,
and its first term is a rank 1 subsheaf of degree equal to zero. 
Proposition 3.13. Let (F , θ) be a semistable Λα-module over the abelian variety
X, and assume that F has trivial Chern classes.
Then, there exist a rank 1 θ-invariant subsheaf of F with trivial Chern classes.
In particular, the Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of (F , θ) is complete.
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Proof. Recall the notation of Section 2.3: K = ker(α), F = im (α) and N =
coker(α), as well as the Lie algebroids K and F.
First of all, remark that by composing θ with the dual of the inclusion K →֒ Vα,
one obtains θK : F → F⊗Ω
1
K
that defines a K-module structure on F . We now use
some arguments from the proof of Corollary 3.12 to understand the endomorphism
θK: let b1, . . . , bm be a base of K, and θi the associated endomorphisms of F . For
any λ = (λ1, . . . , λm) m-tuple of elements of C, consider the eigenbundle
Fλ = {s ∈ F | θis = λis for all i }
For any λ, the subbundle Fλ is θK-invariant, and any of its subbundle is θK-
invariant.
Choose one λ such that Fλ is different from zero. Then Fλ is also θ-invariant,
since from the flatness of θ follows that for any v, section of Vα, and any s, section
of F ′,
θiθvs = θvθis+ θ[1⊗bi,v]s = λiθvs ,
where the last equality follows from [1⊗ bi, v] = v(1) · bi = 0, since 1 is a constant
function.
Fix a splitting s : F → V ; this induces an isomorphism Vα ∼= F ⊕ K, and
accordingly we can split θ as θ = θK ⊕ θF, where θF : F → F ⊗ Ω
1
F
is defined by
composing θ with the dual of s. Since the induced splitting 1⊗ s : F→ Vα is a Lie
algebroid morphism, θF is a flat F-connection on F , and F
λ is θF-invariant.
Let us fix a splitting of the sequence 0 → F → g → N → 0 and consider the
associated projection t : g → F . By composing θF with the dual of t, one obtains
∇ : F → F ⊗ Ω1X a T X-connection. Since the splitting 1 ⊗ t : T X → F is a Lie
algebroid morphism, ∇ is a flat T X-connection on X , and Fλ is again ∇-invariant.
Now we can choose a complete Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of (Fλ,∇) guaranteed to
exists by Proposition 3.10, and we denote by F1 its first term, that is a rank 1 ∇-
invariant subsheaf with trivial Chern classes. Then, since Ω1X → Ω
1
F
is surjective,
F1 is also θF-invariant; since F1 ⊆ F
λ, it is also θK-invariant, thus it is θ-invariant,
and the proof is complete. 
3.3. The moduli of semistable Λ-modules. In this section we describeM sstX (Λ
α)
andMX(Λ
α). For that, we need to consider the stack of torsion sheaves on a scheme
Y ,
T (Z, n) : (Aff)op −→ (Grpds)
associating to each scheme S the category of coherent sheaves G → Y × S with
π : supp(G) → S finite and for all s ∈ S, the Hilbert polynomial is PGs = n. We
denote the associated moduli functor by
(3.4) T (Z, n) /∼= : (Aff)
op −→ (Sets),
obtained by considering the isomorphism classes of T (Z, n).
We now address the proof of the first main result of the paper, from which
Theorem 1.1 follows naturally. Groechenig [Gr, Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 4.10]
proved it for Higgs bundles and vector bundles with flat connections over elliptic
curves.
Theorem 3.14. There exists an isomorphism of stacks
M
sst
X (Λ
α, n) ∼= T (Xˆα, n),
given by the equivalence of categories Φα from Corollary 3.1.
Proof. Recall from Remark 3.2 that rank 1 (stable) Λα-modules on X are WIT (in
the sense of [Mu2]) and correspond to sky-scraper sheaves on Xˆα. By Proposition
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3.13, every semistable Λα-module (Fn, θn) of rank n and trivial Chern classes on
X has a filtration
0 = (F0, θ0) ⊂ (F1, θ1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ (Fn−1, θn−1) ⊂ (Fn, θn),
whose successive quotients (Ei, θ
′
i) = (Fi, θi)/(Fi−1, θi−1) are (stable) rank 1 Λ
α-
modules of trivial Chern classes. Assume, by induction on the rank, that any (F , θ)
with rank < n, is WIT, i.e. Φα(F , θ)• is a complex supported on degree d consisting
on a length n− 1 sheaf on Xˆα. Then, applying Φα to
0 −→ (Fn−1, θn−1) −→ (Fn, θn) −→ (En, θ
′
n) −→ 0,
one gets the distinguished triangle in Dbcoh(Xˆ
α)
Φα(Fn−1, θn−1)
• −→ Φα(Fn, θn)
• −→ Φα(En, θn)
• [1]−→,
where Φα(Fn−1, θn−1)
• and Φα(En, θ
′
n)
• are complexes supported on degree d con-
sisting on sheaves over Xˆα, of lengths n − 1 and 1 respectively. It follows that
(Fn, θn) is WIT and a length n sheaf on Xˆ
α. Therefore, Φα gives an equivalence of
categories between the category M sstX (Λ
α, n)(Spec(C)) of semistable Λα-modules
of rank n and trivial Chern classes, and the category T (Xˆα, n)(Spec(C)) of length
n sheaves on Xˆα.
Next, we recall that Φα is functorial and it is well defined for the trivial S-
schemes XS = X×S, XˆS = Xˆ×S and Xˆ
α
S = Xˆ
α×S. By [Hu, Lemma 3.31] if the
restriction of a bounded complex to each s ∈ S is WIT, the complex itself is WIT.
It follows that every semistable Λα-module over XS with trivial Chern classes is
WIT and, hence, one gets an equivalence of categories between M sstX (Λ
α, n)(S) and
T (Xˆα, n)(S). 
Since we want to describe the moduli space of semistable Λα-modules we need
to study the moduli functor associated to T (Z, n). It is well known that Symn(Z)
corepresents T (Z, n)/∼=, although we could not find a good reference in the litera-
ture. For the sake of completion, we provide a proof of it. We first study the jump
phenomena occurring in this moduli problem.
Lemma 3.15. Any torsion sheaf G on Z of finite length is a successive extension
of skyscraper sheaves.
Hence, there exists a family GA1 ∈ T (Z, n)(A
1) such that for t 6= 0 one has
GA1|{t}×Z isomorphic to G, and GA1|{0}×Z is isomorphic to the direct sum of the
skyscraper sheaves.
Proof. To prove the first part of the lemma, it suffices to show that given a torsion
sheaf G supported at a point z, there exists always a non-zero morphism kz → G.
Remark that since G is supported at z, any morphism OZ → G factors through
kz → G, so it suffices to show a non-zero morphism OZ → G. Now, since G is
supported at z, the problem is local around z, and since G is coherent, locally
around z we have a surjective morphism O⊕aZ → G, and we conclude the proof of
the first statement.
For the second part, note that, by the previous paragraph, there exists a decreas-
ing filtration Gi of G such that the quotients Gi/Gi+1 are skyscraper sheaves. Then,
one constructs the Rees object GA1 , which is defined as the OZ×A1-submodule of
p∗ZG⊗OA1\{0} generated by t
−iGi, where t denotes the coordinate on A1. The Rees
module satisfies the condition of the lemma. 
Proposition 3.16. The symmetric product Symn(Z) is a coarse moduli space for
the classification of length n torsion sheaves on Z (equivalently, Symn(Z) corepre-
sents (3.4)).
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Proof. We need to define a natural transformation,
Θ : T (Z, n) /∼= → H om(•, Sym
n(Z)),
and show that for any other pair (Y ′,Θ′), where
Θ′ : T (Z, n) /∼= −→ H om(•, Y
′),
there exists a morphism f : Symn(Z)→ Y ′ such that Θ′ = f ◦Θ.
To define Θ, let S be an affine scheme, and G a family in T (Z, n)(S)/∼=. For
any s ∈ S, the sheaf Gs is a torsion sheaf on Z of length n, and we can consider its
weighted support,
∑
z∈Z lengthz(Gs) · [z], which is an element in Sym
n(Z). Then
define Θ(G) to be the morphism that takes s ∈ S to the weighted support of Gs.
Let us also construct the family F → Z × Symn(Z), whose restriction to the
slice associated to p = [(z1, . . . , zn)]Sn ∈ Sym
n(Z) is
F|Z×{p} ∼= Cz1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Czn .
For any (Y ′,Θ′) as before, take f := Θ′(F) to be the induced morphism by this
family
f : Symn(Z) −→ Y ′.
The fact that Θ′ = f ◦Θ is a consequence of Lemma 3.15. 
Finally, we proof the first theorem stated in Section 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The result follows naturally from Theorem 3.14 and Propo-
sition 3.16. 
4. Marked Λ-modules
4.1. Moduli spaces of marked Λ-modules. Consider a smooth projective sche-
me Y with a point y0 ∈ Y fixed on it. A Λ-module over Y marked at y0 is a triple
(F , θ, σ), where (F , θ) is a Λ-module on Y such that F is a locally free OY -module
and σ ∈ F|y0 is a non-zero element of the fibre of F over y0. Two Λ-modules
marked at y0 (F , θ, σ) and (F
′, θ′, σ′) are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism
of Λ-modules ψ : (F , θ)
∼=
→ (F ′, θ′) such that ψ(σ) = σ′. In the relative case, a
Λ-module on YS marked at ξ is a triple (F , θ, σ), where (F , θ) is a Λ-module on YS
satisfying the property LF(ξ) and σ ∈ H0(S, ξ∗F).
We say that a Λ-module over Y marked at y0, (F , θ, σ), is stable if (F , θ) is
a semistable Λ-module and there are no Λ-submodules F ′ with the same reduced
Hilbert polynomial of F and such that σ ∈ F ′|y0 . In the relative case, a Λ-module
(F , θ, σ) over YS is stable if (Fs, θs, σs) is stable over Ys = Y × {s} for every closed
point s ∈ S. We observe that stability implies triviality of the automorphism group.
Lemma 4.1. The automorphism group of a stable Λ-module over Y marked at y0
is trivial.
Proof. Given (F , θ, σ) stable, suppose that there exists a non-trivial automorphism
ψ ∈ Aut(F , θ, σ). Take the endomorphism (ψ − 1F ), and note that F
′ := ker(ψ −
1F) is a subbundle of F preserved by θ and such that σ ∈ F
′|y0 . Observe that
im (ψ−1F) and ker(ψ−1F ) are both subbundles of F , the semistability of F implies
that both have vanishing Chern classes, so ci(F
′) = 0. Since 0 6= σ ∈ F ′|y0 , we
have that F ′ 6= 0. On the other hand, F ′ = ker(ψ − 1F) 6= F since ψ is non-trivial
by assumption. Therefore, F ′ is a proper subbundle contradicting the stability of
(F , θ, σ) and proving the claim. 
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Let us consider the moduli stack of stable Λ-modules marked at y0,
N
st
Y,y0
(Λ, n) : (Aff)op −→ (Grpds),
sending the scheme S to the category of stable Λ-modules on YS marked at ξ, with
rank n and vanishing Chern classes. We also consider the associated moduli functor
N
st
Y,y0
(Λ, n)/∼= : (Aff)op −→ (Sets),
obtained by taking the set of isomorphism classes of a given groupoid.
We can provide a result analogous to Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 4.2. There exists a coarse moduli space NY,y0(Λ, n) for the classification
of stable Λ-modules marked at y0 (equivalently, NY,y0(Λ, n) corepresents the moduli
functor N stY,y0(Λ, n)/
∼=). The geometric points of NY,y0(Λ, n) represent isomor-
phism classes of stable Λ-modules marked at y0.
Proof. Let us recall the discussion following Theorem 2.4 and the notation used
there. Consider r ≫ 0 big enough and let Quot(V ⊗W , n)LF(ξ) be the subset of
Quot(V ⊗W , n) of those triples (F , θ, a : H0(Y,F(r))
∼=
→ V ) such that F satisfies
condition LF(ξ), it can be proved (see [Si1]) that it is an open subset. Restricted to
this open subset, the universal family U → Y ×Quot(V ⊗W , n)LF(ξ) is locally free
along the section ξ : Quot(V ⊗W , n)LF(ξ) → Y ×Quot(V ⊗W , n)LF(ξ). Then, one
can consider the vector bundle ξ∗U over Quot(V ⊗W , n)LF(ξ). We consider the open
subset Q˜ = ξ∗U−
(
Quot(V ⊗W , n)LF(ξ) × {0}
)
given by the substraction of the zero
section. Since ξ∗U is a vector bundle, the projection π : Q˜→ Quot(V ⊗W , n)LF(ξ)
is an affine morphism. Note that GL(V ) acts on Q˜ and that, contrary to what
happens on its base, the action of its centre is not trivial. Recall that Lm, for m
big enough, is an ample line bundle with a linearized action of SL(V ) and GL(V ),
and note that the centre of GL(V ) acts non-trivially on its fibres. Its pull-back
L˜m = π
∗Lm is a linearization of Q˜ for the action of SL(V ) and GL(V ).
We can define the family U˜ = (1Y × π)
∗U → Y × Q˜ and the tautological section
τ : Y × Q˜→ (1Y × π)
∗U . It follows, by the universality of U , that (U˜ , τ)→ Y × Q˜
is a universal family for the classification of tuples (F , θ, a, σ), where (F , θ) is a
Λ-module of rank n and vanishing Chern classes such that F is locally free, σ is an
element of the fibre F|y0 and a is an isomorphism of vector spacesH
0(Y,F(r))
∼=
→ V .
Observe that two points of Q˜ parametrize isomorphic marked Λ-modules if and
only if they are related by the action of GL(V ). By the universality of (U˜ , τ) in
the classification of marked quotient sheaves, one has that (U˜ , τ) → Y × Q˜ has
the local universal property for the classification problem of Λ-modules marked at
y0. Recall that semistable Λ-modules are bounded by [Si1, Proposition 3.5]. Since
in the definition of stable marked Λ-module we require the semistability of the
underlying Λ-module, the boundedness of the first type of objects follows from the
boundedness of the later. Therefore, the GIT quotient NY,y0(Λ, n) = Q˜//GL(V ),
constructed with respect to the linearization L˜m, corepresents the moduli functor
N stY,y0(Λ, n)/
∼=.
We claim now that, for m big enough, the set of points that are semistable for
the action of GL(V ) with respect to L˜m, Q˜
sst
L˜m
, coincides with the subset of Q˜
given by the points whose associated marked Λ-modules are stable. We start by
observing that, given any q˜1 ∈ Q˜
sst
L˜m
, its projection q1 = π(q˜1), is semistable for
the action of SL(V ) with respect to Lm. By the semistability of q˜1, for every
ℓ˜1 ∈ L˜m|q˜1 − {0} one has that the closure of GL(V ) · (q˜1, ℓ˜1) does not meet the
zero section of L˜m. Recall that L˜m = π
∗Lm and take ℓ1 ∈ Lm|q associated to
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ℓ˜1. Since SL(V ) is closed inside GL(V ), the closure of SL(V ) · (q˜1, ℓ˜1) does not
meet the zero section, and, therefore, neither does the closure of SL(V ) · (q1, ℓ1).
Then, as we said, q1 is semistable for the action of SL(V ) with respect to Lm,
so it determines a semistable Λ-module. Next, we consider q˜2 ∈ Q˜ associated to
a tuple (F2, θ2, a2, σ2) such that the marked Λ-module (F2, θ2, σ2) is not stable
but (F2, θ2) is semistable. We claim that q˜2 is unstable for the GL(V )-action with
respect to L˜m in this case. Since (F2, θ2, σ2) is not stable but (F2, θ2) is semistable,
there exists a subbundle F ′2 ⊂ F2 preserved by θ2, with vanishing Chern classes
ci(F
′
2) = 0, and containing the marking σ2 ∈ F
′
2|x0 . Then, (F2, θ2) is S-equivalent
to (F ′2, θ
′
2) ⊕ (F
′′
2 , θ
′′
2 ) and so, in the closure of the GL(V )-orbit of (q˜2, ℓ˜2), where
ℓ˜2 ∈ L˜m|q˜2 − {0}, there is a point (q˜
′
2, ℓ˜
′
2) such that q˜
′
2 determines the marked
Λ-module (F ′2, θ
′
2, σ2) ⊕ (F
′′
2 , θ
′′
2 , 0). We take V
′ and V ′′ to be, respectively, the
images in V of H0(Y,F ′2(r)) and H
0(Y,F ′′2 (r)). Note that V = V
′ ⊕ V ′′ and take
the 1-parameter λ : C∗ → GL(V ),
λ(t) =
(
1V ′
t · 1V ′′
)
.
We observe that the action of λ(t) preserves q˜′2, but sends ℓ˜
′
2 → 0 as t → 0.
Therefore, q˜2 is unstable as we anticipated. This shows that q˜ = (F , θ, a, σ) lies
in Q˜sst
L˜m
only if (F , θ, σ) is stable. We prove next the ”if” implication. Take q˜3
associated to some (F3, θ3, a3, σ3) with (F3, θ3, σ3) is stable. If g ∈ GL(V ) is an
element of StabGL(V )(q˜3), then there exists ψ ∈ Aut(F3, θ3, σ3) satisfying
(F3, θ3, g ◦ a3, σ3) = (ψ(F3), ψ(θ3), a3 ◦ ψ, ψ(σ3)).
By Lemma 4.1 and the stability of (F3, θ3, σ3) we have that ψ = 1F3 . Therefore g =
1V and the GL(V )-stabilizer of q˜3 is trivial. Suppose now that q˜3 is not semistable
for the action of GL(V ) with respect to L˜m, then there exists ℓ˜3 ∈ L˜m|q˜3−{0} such
that the closure of the orbit GL(V ) ·(q˜3, ℓ˜3) intersects the zero section of L˜m. Since
q˜3 has trivial stabilizer, the orbit GL(V ) · (q˜3, ℓ˜3) is closed, so there exists (q˜
′
3, ℓ˜
′
3)
in the orbit GL(V ) · (q˜3, ℓ˜3) intersecting the zero section. Then, all the elements in
ZGL(V )(GL(V )) ·(q˜3, ℓ˜3) intersect the zero section of L˜m and this implies that there
exists a point in the orbit SL(V ) · (q˜3, ℓ˜3) intersecting the zero section of L˜m. As a
consequence, the projection q3 = π(q˜3) intersects the zero section of Lm implying
that q3 is not a semistable point for the action of SL(V ) with respect to Lm and
therefore (F3, θ3) is not semistable. This contradicts the stability of (F3, θ3, σ3) so
q˜3 is, forcely, semistable for the action of GL(V ) with respect to the linearization
L˜m. This finish the identification of Q˜
sst
L˜m
with the set of points giving a stable
marked Λ-module.
Finally, observe that semistability equals stability, as every point of Q˜sst
L˜m
has
trivial stabilizer and closed orbits. Since Q˜sst
L˜m
= Q˜st
L˜m
, each point of the quotient
represents a GL(V )-orbit. 
In accordance with the definition of framed Λ-modules, we say that a framed
marked Λ-module is a tuple (F , θ, ϕ, σ), that is, a marked Λ-module together with
a framing ϕ : F|x0
∼=
→ Cn. Note that in the relative case a framing is an isomorphism
ϕ : ξ∗F
∼=
→ O⊕nS . An isomorphism of framed marked Λ-modules,
f : (F1, θ1, ϕ1, σ1)→ (F2, θ2, ϕ2, σ2),
is an isomorphism of framed Λ-modules such that f(σ1) = σ2. We can study the
classification of these objects.
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Theorem 4.3. The functor that associates to every scheme S the set of isomor-
phism classes of stable framed marked Λ-modules on Y × S is represented by a
scheme R˜Y (Λ, n, x0) (equivalently R˜Y (Λ, n, x0) is a fine moduli space for the clas-
sification of stable framed marked Λ-modules). One has a natural morphism
r : R˜Y (Λ, n, x0) −→ RY (Λ, n, x0),
given by forgetting the marking.
There is a natural action of GL(n,C) on R˜Y (Λ, n, x0) for which one can con-
struct a linearization L˜ such that every point of R˜Y (Λ, n, x0) is stable. The associ-
ated GIT quotient is isomorphic to NY,y0(Λ, n),
(4.1) NY,y0(Λ, n)
∼= R˜Y (Λ, n, y0)
/
GL(n,C).
Finally, r induces
ρ : NY,y0(Λ, n) −→M
LF(ξ)
Y (Λ, n).
Proof. Using the framing, one gets a canonical identification between F|x0 and C
n.
Recall from Theorem 2.5 that RY (Λ, n, y0) classifies all the semistable framed Λ-
modules (F , θ, ϕ). Then, it is clear that RY (Λ, n, y0) × (C
n − {0}) classifies all
framed marked Λ-modules whose underlying Λ-module is semistable. We denote
R˜Y (Λ, n, x0) := (RY (Λ, n, y0)× (C
n − {0}))st ,
the open subset given by those marked framed Λ-modules whose underlying marked
Λ-module is stable. Denote by r the obvious projection toRY Λ, n, y0. The universal
family parametrized by RY (Λ, n, y0) induces naturally a universal family of stable
framed marked Λ-modules parametrized by R˜Y (Λ, n, y0), so it is a fine moduli space
for the classification problem of these objects.
We can extend naturally the GL(n,C)-action on RY (Λ, n, y0) to R˜Y (Λ, n, y0).
By construction, every point of R˜Y (Λ, n, y0) is given by a stable marked Λ-module.
Therefore, using Lemma 4.1, it is possible to show that every point of R˜Y (Λ, n, y0)
has trivial GL(n,C)-stabilizer. Recall from Theorem 2.5 that there exists a line
bundle L on RY (Λ, n, y0), carrying a linearization L of the GL(n,C)-action, for
which every point is semistable. We can define a linearization L˜ on R˜(Λ, n, y0) by
considering r∗L⊗b, for b big enough. We claim that all the points of R˜Y (Λ, n, y0)
are semistable for the GL(n,C)-action with respect to this linearization. To prove
this claim, we first observe that the GL(n,C)-stabilizer of any point t˜ = (F , θ, ϕ, σ)
of R˜Y (Λ, n, y0) is trivial. This follows from the fact that, Lemma 4.1, (F , θ, σ)
has trivial automorphism group, and an argument analogous to the one we used
in the proof of Theorem 4.2 when we showed that the GL(V )-stabilizer of a stable
marked Λ-module is trivial. Suppose that t˜ is not semistable, this implies that, for
some l˜ ∈ L˜|t˜, the closure of the orbit GL(n,C) · (t˜, l˜) intersects the zero section of
L˜. Since the GL(n,C)-stabilizer of t˜ is trivial, the orbit GL(n,C) · (t˜, l˜) is closed
inside R˜Y (Λ, n, y0), and then, there exists (t˜
′, 0) in GL(n,C) · (t˜, l˜). Let t = r(t˜)
and l ∈ L⊗b|t such that l˜ projects to it, then we have that the GL(n,C)-orbit of
(t, l) meets the zero section of L⊗b and then, t is not stable with respect to the
linearization L⊗b, and neither with respect to L. This contradicts the statement of
Theorem 2.5 that every point of RY (Λ, n, y0) is semistable for this action, so t˜ is
semistable.
The universal family parametrized by R˜(Λ, n, y0) induces, by forgetting the fra-
ming, a family of marked Λ-modules with the local universal property. As a conse-
quence, the identification (4.1) of the GIT quotient with the moduli space follows.
With this identification, the morphism r induces ρ naturally. 
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4.2. Marked Λ-modules on abelian varieties. Let X denote an abelian variety
and x0 ∈ X its identity element. A marked Λ-module onX is a Λ-module marked on
x0. In this case we denote the moduli stack and moduli space simply by N
st
X (Λ, n)
and NX(Λ, n). The objective of this section is the explicit description of both
N stX (Λ, n) and NX(Λ, n). To do so, we recall the Hilbert stack of finite subsets of
a quasi-projective scheme Z,
H (Z, n) : (Aff)op −→ (Grpds),
which associates to each affine scheme S the category of closed subschemes B ⊂
Z × S, where the projection π : B → S, induced by Z × S → S, is flat and for all
s ∈ S, the Hilbert polynomial is POBs = n. Recall that, for any quasi-projective
scheme Z, the Hilbert scheme Hilbn(Z) is the scheme representing the functor
H (Z, n)/∼= : (Aff)op −→ (Sets),
obtained by taking the isomorphism classes of the groupoids H (Z, n)(S).
We have now the ingredients to prove the second main result of the paper, which
naturally implies Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 4.4. There exists an isomorphism of stacks
N
st
X (Λ
α, n) ∼= H (Xˆα, n),
given by the equivalence of categories Φα from Corollary 3.1.
Proof. First of all, recall from Theorem (3.14) that Φα provides an equivalence
of categories between M sstX (Λ
α, n)(S), the category of semistable Λα-modules over
XS = X × S, and T (Xˆ
α, n)(S), the category of torsion S-sheaves of length n on
Xˆα. In particular, semistable Λα-modules of trivial Chern classes are WIT.
An object of H (Xˆα, n)(S) can be seen as pair (G,Σ), given by a torsion sheaf G
on XˆαS of length n, together with a subscheme structure, i.e. a surjective morphism,
(4.2) Σ : OXˆα
S
։ G.
Let (F , θ) be the Λα-module over XS obtained from G under the transformation
Φα. Since G is an extension of length 1 sheaves, (F , θ) is an extension of rank 1
Λα-modules of vanishing Chern classes, therefore ci(F) = 0.
We study now the transformation under Φα of the subscheme structure (4.2).
Recall the affine projection χ : XˆαS → XˆS defined in Section 3.1. One has that χ∗
is an equivalence of categories, and (4.2) is equivalent to
χ∗Σ : χ∗OXˆα
S
։ χ∗G,
where we recall that χ∗OXˆα
S
is isomorphic to Λˆα, which is an OXS -algebra. Then,
one has naturally OXS
i
→֒ Λˆα. Composing i and χ∗Σ gives the morphism
Σ0 : OXˆS −→ χ∗G.
Use the natural isomorphism Λˆα ∼= Λˆα ⊗OXˆS , and note that χ∗Σ coincides with
Λˆα = Λˆα ⊗OXˆS
Σ0−→ Λˆα ⊗ χ∗G
θˆ
→ χ∗G ,
where θˆ is a Λˆα-module structure on χ∗G satisfying χ∗Σ = θˆ ◦ Σ0.
So the pair (G,Σ) is equivalent to the triple (χ∗G, θˆ,Σ0). Under this equivalence,
it is clear that Σ (equivalently, χ∗Σ) is surjective if and only if there is no proper
subsheaf 0 6= G′ ( χ∗G, preserved by θˆ and such that
imΣ0 ⊆ G
′.
Note that this implies that Σ0 is non-zero.
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We have that (χ∗G, θˆ) gives (F , θ) under Φ
α. By Corollary 3.1, the usual Fourier-
Mukai functor Φ, given in (2.13), and Φα commute. Then, it is enough to transform
Σ0 under Φ. Note that σ
′ = Φ−1(Σ0) is a morphism
σ′ : Oξ[−d] −→ F = Φ
−1(χ∗G),
where Oξ is the sky-scraper sheaf over the S-point ξ : S → XS and F is a locally
free rank n sheaf over XS.
Serre duality implies that σ′ is equivalent to a morphism
σ : (Fξ)
∨ −→ C,
which is the same as an element of H0(S, ξ∗F). We have that (χ∗G, θˆ,Σ0) corres-
ponds to a marked Λα-module (F , θ, σ).
Suppose that (F , θ, σ) is not stable. Then there exists a proper subbundle F ′ ⊂
F preserved by θ and such that σ ∈ H0(S, ξ∗F ′). Then σ is a morphism,
σ : (F ′ξ)
∨ −→ C,
and therefore the image of Σ0 is contained in the proper subsheaf Φ(F
′) ( χ∗G,
contradicting the fact that Σ is a surjection.
Analogously, one can start with a stable marked Λα-module (F , θ, σ) on XS .
The image under Φα of (F , θ) gives G = (χ∗G, θˆ). Since we require the existence
of a global Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration, Proposition 3.13 gives us that (F , θ) is the
extension of rank 1 Λα-modules, so G is the extension of sheaves of length 1 and
therefore, G is a length n sheaf. From the previous arguments, σ gives a morphism
Σ0 : OXˆS → χ∗G,
whose image is not contained in any proper subbundle 0 6= G′ ( χ∗G preserved by
θˆ, due to the stability of (F , θ, σ). We have seen that this implies that Σ0 defines a
subscheme structure Σ on G. Then, the stable (F , θ, σ) gives the triple (χ∗G, θˆ,Σ0),
which determines uniquely an object of H (Xˆα, n)(S). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. This is a consequence of Theorem 4.4 and the fact that
Hilbn(Xˆα) represents the functor H (Xˆα, n)/∼=. 
Once we have a description of the marked moduli space, NX(Λ
α, n), we study
its relation with the usual moduli space, MX(Λ
α, n). After Theorems 2.5 and 4.3
and Remark 3.9, we have the surjection
ρ : NX(Λ, n) −→MX(Λ, n),
which sends the isomorphism class of the stable marked Λα-module (F , θ, σ), to the
S-equivalence class of the semistable Λα-module (F , θ).
Lemma 4.5. The following diagram is commutative,
Hilbn(Xˆα)
ν
∼=
//
δ

NX(Λ
α, n)
ρ

Symn(Xˆα)
µ
∼=
//MX(Λ
α, n),
being δ the Hilbert-Chow morphism.
Proof. The proof follows from the observation that both morphisms, µ and ν, are
constructed using the Fourier-Mukai transform Φα. 
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5. Non-abelian Hodge theory and ADHM data
Given a smooth projective scheme Y , we have that modules for the Dolbeault
D-algebra ΛDol ∼= Sym•OY (T Y ) correspond to Higgs sheaves over Y . We abbreviate
the Dolbeault moduli space MY (Λ
Dol, n) by MDolY (n). On the other hand, the De
RhamD-algebra ΛDR = DY is the algebra of differential operators and OY -coherent
ΛDR-modules are vector bundles with a flat connection over Y . We write MDRY (n)
for the De Rahm moduli space MY (Λ
DR, n). Let us recall the main result of Non-
abelian Hodge theory, proved as a collective effort of Narasimhan and Seshadri
[NS], Donaldson [Do1, Do2], Corlette [Co], Hitchin [Hi1] and Simpson [Si1, Si2].
Theorem 5.1 ([Si2] Theorem 7.18). There is a homeomorphism
MDRY (n)
homeo.
∼= MDolY (n).
The third element of Non-abelian Hodge theory is the Betti moduli spaceMBY (n)
classifying representations of the fundamental group π1(Y, y0) of rank n. It is
defined as the affine GIT quotient,
MBY (n, y0) :=
Hom (π1(Y, y0),GL(n,C))
/
GL(n,C),
of the space of all representations, RBY (n, y0) := Hom(π1(Y, y0),GL(n,C)) by the
adjoint action of GL(n,C). This GIT quotient is defined in terms of a linearization
on the representation spaces constructed from the character
(5.1) η = (det)ℓ : GL(n,C)→ C∗,
where ℓ is a positive integer. Note that MBY (n, y0) is independent of the choice of
y0 ∈ Y so we simply write M
B
Y (n). The Riemann-Hilbert Correspondence, proved
by Deligne for algebraic connections, states that:
Theorem 5.2 ([Si2] Proposition 7.8). There exists a complex analytic isomorphism
MBY (n)
cx.an.
∼= MDRY (n).
When X is an abelian variety,
MDolX (1)
∼= T ∗Xˆ,
where we recall that the cotangent bundle of an abelian variety is trivial. Denote by
X♮ the universal group extension of Xˆ by g∗, which is associated to the canonical
element 1 ∈ g∗ ⊗ g ∼= H1(Xˆ, g∗). One has
MDRX (1)
∼= X♮.
In this case, (3.2) corresponds to the Laumon-Rothstein transform [La, Ro].
Corollary 5.3. The Dolbeault moduli space (of semistable Higgs bundles) over the
abelian variety X is
MDolX (n)
∼= Symn(T ∗Xˆ).
The De Rham moduli space (of vector bundles with flat connections) is
MDRX (n)
∼= Symn(X♮).
Denote by NDolX (n), N
DR
X (n) the moduli spaces of marked objects NX(Λ
Dol, n),
NX(Λ
DR, n).
Theorem 1.2 now give us the following description.
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Corollary 5.4. The Dolbeault moduli space (of marked semistable Higgs bundles)
over the abelian variety X is
NDolX (n)
∼= Hilbn(T ∗Xˆ).
The De Rham moduli space (of marked vector bundles with flat connections) is
NDRX (n)
∼= Hilb
n(X♮).
Recall from [Si3] that one can construct a family MHodX (n)
p
→ A1, flat over A1,
such that the fibre p−1(0) is isomorphic to MDolX (n) and the fibres p
−1(τ) for τ 6= 0
are isomorphic to MDRX (n). The space M
Hod
X (n) is constructed from Theorem 2.4,
with ΛHod = U(THod), where Tλ is the Lie algebroid over X × A1 with underlying
vector bundle p∗XT X (where pX : X × A
1 → X is the natural projection) and
associated to t⊗ 1 ∈ OA1 ⊗ g
∗ ⊗ g, where t : A1 → OA1 is the tautological section.
Note that the restriction to every slice THod|X×{τ} is a UTAI Lie algebroid whose
universal enveloping algebra is Λτ , defined at the end of Section 2.1. Recall from
Section 2.2 that Λτ -modules correspond to τ -connections, and, in particular, to
Higgs bundles when τ = 0 or flat connections when τ = 1. The results of the
previous sections hold also in this relative case: one defines XHod as the extension
of group schemes relative to A1
0→ g∗ × A1 → XHod → Xˆ × A1 → 0,
induced by the morphism g∗×A1 → g∗×A1, (v, τ) 7→ (τ ·v, τ), and one shows that
the Fourier-Mukai-transform interchanges ΛHod-modules onX with OXHod -modules
on Xˆ; the moduli spaces MHodX (n) → A
1 are isomorphic to SymnA1(X
Hod) → A1,
while the moduli spaces of marked objects NHodX (n) → A
1 are isomorphic to
HilbnA1(X
Hod) → A1. We observe that HilbnA1(X
Hod)|τ can be identified with the
moduli space of marked τ -connections on X . In particular, one obtains:
Lemma 5.5. The moduli spaces NDolX (n) and N
DR
X (n) are deformation equivalent.
Proof. It is clear from the construction of XHod that
XHod|0 ∼= Xˆ × g
∗ ∼= T ∗Xˆ.
Also, after scaling, we have for any τ 6= 0 that XHod|τ is isomorphic to X
Hod|1, so
XHod|τ ∼= X
♮.
The lemma follows from the existence of the flat family HilbnA1(X
Hod)→ A1, since
HilbnA1(X
Hod)|0 ∼= Hilb
n(XHod|0) ∼= Hilb
n(T ∗Xˆ) ∼= NDolX (n),
while for any τ 6= 0,
HilbnA1(X
Hod)|τ ∼= Hilb
n(XHod|τ ) ∼= Hilb
n(X♮) ∼= NDRX (n).

The fundamental group of an abelian variety X of dimension d is π1(X, x0) ∼=
Z×2d. As a consequence, the Betti moduli spaces are easy to describe. Note that
RBX(n, x0)
∼= {(B1, . . . , B2d) ∈ GL(n,C)
×2d such that BiBj = BjBi};
and recall thatMBX(n) = R
B
X(n, x0)//GL(n,C), where GL(n,C) acts by simultane-
ous conjugation. Since n commuting matrices have common eigenvalues, one has a
bijective morphism,
(5.2) Symn
(
(C∗)2d
)
−→MBX(n).
Theorem 1.1 describesMDolX (n) as a normal variety, and thereforeM
B
X(n) is normal
as well due to Isosingularity Theorem [Si2, Theorem 10.6]. Then, thanks to Zariski’s
Main Theorem, the bijection (5.2) gives an isomorphism.
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Corollary 5.6.
MBX(n)
∼= Symn
(
(C∗)2d
)
.
Define a marked representation of the fundamental group to be a pair (ρ, v),
where ρ : π1(X, x0)→ GL(n,C) is a representation and v ∈ C
n is a vector; denote
byNB(A, n) the moduli space of marked representations of the fundamental group,
i.e. the GIT quotient
(5.3) NBX(n) :=
(RBX(n, x0)× C
n)
/
GL(n,C),
associated to the character η from (5.1).
Following [Na, HJ], let us define the variety of ADHM data as the subset of
(End(Cn)×m)× Cn given by commuting endomorphisms
V (m,n) := {(B1, . . . , Bm) ∈ End(C
n)×m : Bi, Bj = BjBi} × C
n,
and consider the GIT quotient associated to the character η,
(5.4) N(m,n) := V (m,n)
/
GL(n,C).
One has the following:
Theorem 5.7 ([HJ], [Na] for the case m = 2). The semistable points of the GIT
quotient (5.4) are given by tuples (B1, . . . , Bm, v) ∈ V (m,n) such that there is no
subspace W ⊂ Cn such that v ∈ W and Bi(W ) ⊂ W , for all i = {1, . . . ,m}. All
these points have trivial stabilizer and are indeed stable.
Furthermore, one has the isomorphism of schemes
N(m,n) ∼= Hilbn(Cm).
Heuristically, the isomorphism above is given by taking a n-tuple of commuting
matrices to the corresponding eigenvalues. Since RBX(n, x0) ⊂ V (2d, n) correspond
to ADHM data whose eigenvalues are all non-zero, one can prove the following:
Corollary 5.8. There is an isomorphism
NBX(n)
∼= Hilbn
(
(C∗)2d
)
,
and the diagram
Hilbn
(
(C∗)2d
)
∼=
νB //
δB

NBX(n)
ρB

Symn
(
(C∗)2d
)
∼=
µB
//MBX(n),
commutes, where δB is the Hilbert-Chow morphism and ρB the map given by for-
getting the marking.
We can obtain a result analogous to Theorem 5.2, a Riemann-Hilbert correspon-
dence for marked objects.
Theorem 5.9. One has the complex analytic isomorphism
NDRX (n)
cx.an.
∼= NBX(n).
Proof. After Theorem 5.7, we identify the semistable locus (stable indeed) of the
GIT quotient (5.3) with the open subset given by those marked representation of
the fundamental group (ρ, v) such that there is no W ⊂ Cn such that ρ(π1(X, x0))
preserves W and v ∈ W . In particular, this implies that v is non-zero. Then, (5.3)
factors through
NBX(n)
∼=
(
RBX(n, x0)× (C
n − {0})
)st/
GL(n,C).
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Recall from Theorem 4.3 that NDRX (n) is isomorphic to the GL(n,C)-quotient
of R˜DRX (n, x0), which is defined as the open subset
(
RDRX (n, x0)× (C
n − {0})
)st
,
given by stable marked flat connections. From [Si2, Theorem 7.1] there exists
a complex analytic isomorphism between RDRX (n, x0) and R
B
X(n, x0) compatible
with the action of GL(n,C). This complex analytic isomorphism extends trivially
toRX(n, x0)×C
n and one we can easily observe that it is compatible with the notion
of stability for marked objects. This restricts to a complex analytic isomorphism
between
(
RDRX (n, x0)× (C
n − {0})
)st
and
(
RBX(n, x0)× (C
n − {0})
)st
, compatible
with the GL(n,C)-action, that implies the theorem. 
Remark 5.10. Alternatively, using Corollaries 5.4 and 5.8, one can prove Theorem
5.9 noting that
Hilbn(X♮)
cx.an.
∼= Hilbn((C∗)2d),
since both coincide with Douady space of (X♮)
cx.an.
∼= (C∗)2d.
Summarizing the results of this section, we describe the non-abelian Hodge pic-
ture for marked objects
(5.5) Hilbn((C∗)2d) oo
cx.an.
∼= //
∼=νB

Hilbn(X♮) oo
def.eq.
//
∼=νDR

Hilbn(T ∗Xˆ)
∼=νDol

NBX(n)
oo
cx.an.
∼= //
ρB

NDRX (n)
oo
def.eq.
//
ρDR

NDolX (n)
ρDol

MBX(n)
∼=ξB

oo
cx.an.
∼= //MDRX (n)
∼=ξDR

oo
homeo.
∼= //MDolX (n)
∼=ξDol

Symn((C∗)2d) oo
cx.an.
∼= // Symn(X♮) oo
homeo.
∼= // Symn(T ∗Xˆ),
where the ρ∗ are the morphisms that forget the marking, ξ∗ = (µ∗)−1 and the
compositions ξ∗ ◦ ρ∗ ◦ ν∗ are the corresponding Hilbert-Chow morphisms.
Remark 5.11. When X is an elliptic curve, the Hilbert schemes Hilbn(C∗ × C∗),
Hilbn(X♮) and Hilbn(T ∗Xˆ) are smooth. In that case, N∗X(n)
ρ∗
−→M∗X(n) are the
resolution of singularities of the usual moduli spaces.
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